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Siloam Springs, Arkansas

Professor seeks spot on city board
Esther Carey

Managing Editor
careye@jbu.edu

Scott Jones, adjunct professor at
John Brown University, is running
for position five on the Siloam
Springs City Board of Directors.
The seat Jones is aiming for is
one of the three at-large positions
on the board, which means that
it is not tied to any geographical
area.
Owning a downtown business,
Fratelli’s Wood-Fired Pizzeria,
for the past three years opened his
eyes to how the city government
does and does not work, Jones
said.
“Siloam gets a lot of things
right, but we need to rethink other
things,” he said, explaining his
reason for running.
The city should make better
use of the University, he added.
The students present a unique
opportunity, both during their
college years and when they are

looking for a place to settle down.
“Businesses do not try to
capture you students,” he said.
“You drive over to Fayetteville
instead and take your dollars with
you.”
Siloam Springs’ board is similar
to a city council, Jones said. But
the directors also hire or fire the
city administrator, who holds the
enforcement power in the town.
The mayor elected by the citizens
can veto measures passed by the
board, but apart from that his role
is more ceremonial.
Jones’ opponent is the current
holder of the position, Ken Wiles.
He has served on the board for
eight years. In his first election, he
ran against two opponents. Four
years ago, he ran unopposed.
Wiles pointed to board
successes such as selling the
hospital, building the new high
school. The city has also invested
$9 million in infrastructure, he
said.
Wiles said he is seeking

reelection because he feels that
there is still much to do.
“We are just getting started, just
getting our momentum going,” he
said. “I still enjoy [serving on the
board], I’m still passionate about
it, and it’s still fun for me.”
Wiles declined to comment on
specific plans he has for the city if
he were to be reelected, since some
of those ideas are currently in
the talking stages with the board.
He said that his experience and
knowing how things work to run
the board is his main selling point.
“I have a genuine passion
for making and keeping Siloam
Springs the great place it is,” Wiles
said. “That is what compels me to
run again.”
Jones said his family is “in
general ok with it.” His wife,
Tasha, grew up with her dad
serving on the city council. His
business partner in the restaurant is
also supportive.

See JONES on page 2
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Adjunct professor Scott Jones campaigns in front of his pizza shop,
Fratelli’s, in downtown Siloam Springs. Jones is running for city council.

AN EMERGING GENERATION

JENNY REDFERN/The Threefold Advocate

New wave of voters determines what issues matter most
F

ive days and counting remain until the final ballots are cast
and the roller coaster ride of the 2012 American campaign
season rolls to a stop.
redfernj@jbu.edu
Meanwhile, young people ages 18 to 29 make up 21 percent
of the vote, according to the Center for Information & Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement. How they will use that percentage remains to be seen.
When it comes to politics, John Brown University students sway far left, far right and
everywhere in between. Political debates can spark up in the dorm, the classroom and even
the Caf as students determine which leaders should govern the country.
Though disagreements abound—President Barack Obama or Gov. Mitt Romney,
Republican or Democrat, to vote or not to vote—some common themes weave throughout
the patchwork quilt of students’ political beliefs. No matter where students land when it

Jenny Redfern
Editor-in-Chief

comes to marking the ballot, a generational shift in attitude, a concern for the economy, an
identification with third parties and the necessity of involvement in the political process
continually reappear.

We are not our parents.
When speaking of politics, many students quickly mention their conservative upbringing.
Students often followed this statement by explaining how they are in the process of building
their own political stance apart from what their parents believe.
“I was raised conservative, as most people probably are that go here,” said senior Andrew
Goff. “It’s hard for me to get outside of that, so I was trying to come into… this semester
with an open view. Just like developing
See EMERGING on page 2
your own faith, I’m trying to develop

Residence life encourages political involvement
Anali Reyes
Staff Writer
reyesa@jbu.edu

With less than a week until
the Nov. 6 election, residence life
is continuing to spark a healthy
political interest among the student
body with this week’s two-day
presidential mock election.
Andrew Lehr, resident director
of Walker, explained the mock
election is the second political

90

event out of a series of three and
is sponsored by residence life this
month.
Lehr said the idea to begin the
political activities started earlier
this semester after bringing several
resident asistants together and
highlighting major issues that
should be discussed within a
community. One of the semester’s
highlighted topics focused on civil
and political engagements.
“There is definitely a need

to be involved,” suggest Lehr.
“Sometimes we think there is a
distance from here to D.C., but in
the end it really does have an effect
on us no matter where we are.”
The mock election is an
opportunity for students to voice
their opinions as they choose
their top contender for president.
Regardless of age or residential
status, all students are welcome
to cast their ballot until the end
of today at the table in Walker.

Results will be announced during
the TP game.
“The election gives all students,
including those not eligible to vote,
that experience,” Lehr said. “It also
serves as a good indication where
students stand, as far as electing a
president.”
The mock election comes just
a week after the last presidential
debate watch party, the first event
in resident life’s political series.
Frank Niles, associate

professor of political science, led a
discussion afterwards.
Niles encouraged students to
stay politically connected while
becoming more involved locally
through campaigns and advocacy.
Jessica Boss, assistant resident
director in Hutcheson Hall, said
the event was a success, and that
deep conversations began as the
debate ended.

See RES LIFE on page 2
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Event encourages expressions of free speech
Hannah Wright
Staff Writer
wrighthj@jbu.edu

The communication department
celebrated Free Speech Week with
a series of events on Oct. 25-26.
Free Speech Week is a yearly
celebration held by The Media
Institute, a nonprofit research
institute dedicated to free speech
and excellence in journalism. The
event’s purpose is to promote
awareness and appreciation for
First Amendment rights.
Though students all over
the United States participate in
festivities, this year was the first
time John Brown University
celebrated.
Marquita Smith, head of the

Glenn Proctor
JONES continued
from Page 1

During his campaigning, Jones
said he had visited about 60
streets. He guessed he had talked
to or left fliers for 1,600 of the
4,000 active voters in the city.
Overall, he received a positive
response.
“Personal contact is very
important,” Jones said. “It does
not guarantee anything, but I
would like to think it will pay
off.”
When he knocked on a door
last week, the lady who opened it
told him she had already voted for
him in early voting, Jones said.
“I had never met her before,”
he added. “But she had evidently
seen something or talked to
someone that encouraged her to
vote for me.”
Junior Elizabeth Mathers has
taken classes from Jones as a
political science major. She said
she joined him for an afternoon of
door-to-door campaigning.
“It is good for him to use
his voice and run for what he
believes,” Mathers said. “Lots of
people know him from Fratelli’s,
so I think he has a good chance of
winning.”
“Political philosophers for
centuries have compared the
value of the contemplative versus
the active life,” Jones said. “For
the past 12 years I practiced the
contemplative life here at JBU.
Now I would like to experience
the active life.”
RES LIFE continued
from Page 1

“Not only is it neat to see
college students being informed,
but also doing it in a mindful
and peaceful manner,” she said.
The next political event is on
Nov. 7. Residence life staff will
gather for a prayer following the
election results. The prayer that
will be held in the second floor
of the Walker lounge. Students
will break up into small groups
and pray over the president as
well as hot topic issues that
surround him. Chai lattes will
also be served.
“There may be some rough
feelings over the outcome, and
we shouldn’t divorce our faith
from political views,” Lehr
explained. “There is a need
for Christians in the political
realm.”
Students can also discuss and
ask questions regarding voting
during today’s panel-style
chapel about voting based on
your faith.

communication department,
organized the event. Smith is
especially passionate about free
speech after being a Knight
International Fellow in Liberia.
While there, she assisted in
drafting a freedom of information
act.
“It’s important that students
understand that people all around
the world have given their lives
just to offer a dissenting opinion,”
said Smith.
Smith invited Pulitzer Prize
winner Glenn Proctor to come
speak on Thursday. Proctor is a
friend and mentor of Smith’s. He
is currently executive editor of
Lake Norman Publications and
owner and leadership trainer for
his company REDDjobb.
Proctor spoke on free speech
to a public relations writing
class. Later that day, he spoke
on the First Amendment to
mass communications and news
writing classes. Proctor asked big
questions and frequently called
upon his numerous experiences in
media and marketing.
On Thursday night, free speech
event offered students a chance
to exercise their rights in an open
forum setting. Participants had
five minutes to say or do whatever
they liked. Several students shared
opinions, told stories or played

LAUREN ADDINGTON / The Threefold Advocate

Two students stand and speak for five minutes in celebration of free speech week, saying whatever they wish to communicate in
that time.
songs.
“It was definitely an amazing
night,” said sophomore Caleb
Ellicott, who played one of his
own songs, “Running Isn’t Right.”
Finally, on Friday, students
had the opportunity to ask Proctor
questions in a talk back session.
Proctor spoke on how he became a
journalist and his early days in the

journalism business. He also gave
advice, both for career and life.
Though attendance was not
as high as anticipated, Smith
expressed her desire to celebrate
Free Speech Week again next year.
Several students showed similar
interest.
“I think it should be an annual
event, if not twice annually. It was

amazing,” said Ellicott.
As for the effects of Free
Speech Week, Smith only hopes
that students learned to appreciate
their rights.
“It’s important that we not
forget, and not take [freedom of
speech] for granted,” said Smith.
“It does make us different. It’s a
gift.”

Fair gives students chance to join mission work
Jon Skinner
Sports Editor
skinnerjj@jbu.edu

As part of World Awareness
week, 18 organizations will be
displayed at the John Brown
University Fall Missions Fair in
Walker Student Center Nov. 6-8.
“There are many returning
organizations this year, but some
are new, including a few which
primarily deal with children
across the world,” said Chris
Cole, missionary in residence.
“[The fair] is aimed at educating
and increasing the awareness of
missions opportunities.”
Cole also said that the fair
EMERGING continued
from Page 1

my own political stance.”
Most often this new stance
means addressing social issues in
a new light. A recent survey by the
Cooperative Institutional Research
Program found that freshmen’s
views on political social issues
were decidedly more liberal than
previous classes.
Regardless of students’
self-identification as liberal
or conservative, percentages
increased in the number in support
of same-sex marriage, legalized
abortion and access to public
education for undocumented
students.
Many University students here
still hold on to their conservative
views on abortion and
homosexuality; however, these
issues are no longer as important
in choosing a candidate as they
were growing up.
“It’s interesting,” Goff said. “I
can tell you what I think are not
issues, especially like abortion
and homosexuality. I feel like they
were fairly big the last election
and those aren’t big at all.”
Still others claim to be prolife and pro-biblical marriage but
believe the government should not
have a say in citizens’ personal
choices.
“I believe it’s up to the woman
to decide whether or not she
wants to give up that child,” said
sophomore Bridgette Ojo. “I
think you shouldn’t put a limit
on someone, saying you can only
have abortion if you suffer from
incest or something like that…
That will open the door up to
more things like underground
abortion.”
Frank Niles, associate
professor of political science,
said researchers have seen a
generational shift in the rank order

will be chance for students to be
involved with missions, something
Cole considered integral to
Christian life.
“We should love what God
loves, and God loves the world,”
said Cole. “Truly living like Jesus
is to live a missional life.”
Cole said the various
organizations present an
opportunity to see off campus.
“The missions fair ... exposes
[students] to what God is doing
around the world,” said Cole. “[It
helps] to ... get a much bigger
vision of God and how he allows
us to join him in rescuing people
from darkness both in Northwest
Arkansas and across the globe.”
of importance in political issues.
“[Students] may be committed
to a pro-life position, but there
are a host of issues they are
also passionate about,” he
said. “Justice. Things like sex
trafficking. Things like the
economy.”

Franklyn Niles
We want a better economy.
When asked what issue was
most important in the 2012
election, most agreed the future
of the American economy ranked
highest. Students came to this
conclusion from different angles
and found the solution in different
candidates.
In a survey of 2,000 young
people ages 20 to 29, YouGov and
One Young World found that 66
percent believed the national debt
would hold their generation back,
but 50 percent believed the United
States could return to a strong
financial growth in the next five
years.
Junior Jordan Vaughan said
he plans to vote on the economic
issues that affect him more, like
the number of jobs and gas prices.
Being newly married and “making
everything work on my own
dimes” has put dealing with the
recession at the top of his list.
“I’m voting for Romney, and
it’s honestly for the economic

Ministries that participated:
Child Evangelism

•

Frontiers

Fellowship

•

Caminoglobal

•

Christar

•

Crossworld

•

YWAM

•

Africa Inland Mission

•

International Teams

•

SEND

•

Mission Year

•

Blackbox Internatinal

•

SIM

•

AVANT

•

EFCA

•

Voice of the Martyrs

•

One by One

•

One Mission

•

Wycliffe

•

issues,” Vaughan said. “There’s
a solid background in business
from him. He’s a governor, but
before that all he ever dealt with is
money… Mainly, I feel he could
cut taxes, which is something I
want.”
Others, such as senior Stacy
Galbo believe saving the economy
is critical for living out our biblical
calling.
“The most important issue
for me right now is the economy
because the Bible talks so much
about helping the poor,” she said.
“Making sure that people are
getting the opportunity to make
enough money to support their
families, especially because most
people below the poverty line in
America work full-time jobs.”
Galbo said she voted for
Obama, not because she
particularly likes him but because
she is worried the GOP will get
the country in a bigger mess,
taking the country backward with
their economic policy decisions.
Niles also addressed the
importance of economic policy.
“We’re slowly making it out of
the recession, but a good economy
helps everyone from the top all the
way down to the bottom,” he said.
We identify with third party
candidates.
As students visit the polls and
complete their absentee ballots,
some will not be checking Obama
or Romney.
Niles said the major party
candidates are not addressing
issues in way that connects with
students.
“There is a reason why Ron
Paul, despite being the oldest guy
running for office, is drawing
the youngest voters,” he said.
“It’s because as a Libertarian,
he is really connecting with
this generation of voters who
are saying, ‘We want a good

economy so we can have jobs in
the future, but we also don’t want
government to tell us what we can
or can’t do in our bedrooms, life
and all the rest.’”
Senior Matthias Roberts said
Gary Johnson of the Libertarian
party appeals to him the most
because he is socially liberal, yet
fiscally conservative.
“In choosing between Obama
and Romney, there doesn’t seem
to be much of a choice there,” he
said. “Other people say to choose
the lesser of two evils, which is
great, but I’d rather not, which
is why I’m strongly considering
voting third party.”
Senior Abby Chestnut
plans to vote for Gary Johnson
even though her home state of
Michigan does not even have his
name on the ballot.
“I just don’t want to vote for
something I don’t really stand
behind,” she said. “And yes, I
know that Gary Johnson isn’t
going to get elected. That’s fine
by me. I’d rather vote and send a
message than vote for something I
don’t believe in.”

Therefore, vote.
No matter where students
stood on the political continuum,
each agreed it was important as
a Christian and a citizen to be
involved in the political process.
“I think political engagement is
one way we work out our faith in
fear and trembling, we work out
our cultural mandate,” Niles said.
“It’s essential that Christians are
engaged in the political process. It
fundamentally pleases God when
we participate in activities that
evidence his creational purpose,
his sovereignty and His character.”
Vaughan added, “Vote.
It’s important. It affects the
environment in which you
preach the gospel. It affects your
problems as well.”
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Lack of student participation postpones SAC events
Laura Roller
Copy Editor
rollerl@jbu.edu

Two events scheduled for the
last few weeks were cancelled
and are tentatively rescheduled
for the spring semester.
Bouldering, an event
sponsored by Elevate, was
officially cancelled Oct. 19,
after only a handful of people
bought tickets.
Kelcie O’Donnell, director of
Elevate, said, “I hated calling it
off. That is the sickest feeling.
I wanted to see it happen, and I
felt like I failed, even though it
was outside of my control.”
Meanwhile, Vibe planned to
host a Murder Mystery Dinner
event Friday, Oct. 26.
Austin Harms, Vibe director,
said while his team was in the
planning stages of the event

several months ago, they
decided to reschedule for the
spring. This allowed time over
Christmas break to make better
arrangements with Aramark for
the catering, and also avoided a
conflict with the Fall Festival in
the Cafeteria that night.
The event was not removed
from the University-wide
calendar, however. Both
Harms and Danielle Keller,
coordinator of student activities
and orientation, called this “an
oversight.” They also attributed
it to the fact that the fall
calendar is usually planned and
published by late spring, while
other factors continue to affect
events up until days before they
occur.
“I hate canceling events, but
sometimes we have to,” said
Keller. “Each semester, events
move and change. We try hard
not to cancel, but it happens.”
Keller explained how

carefully the departments on
campus strive to not create
conflicting schedules for
students. While scheduling
conflicts inevitably happen,
she said, “We are trying to be
collaborative with groups on
campus to see what they are
doing.”
Other events were
rescheduled as well. Harms
mentioned the Freshman Fling,
which was originally supposed
to be at the very beginning of
the semester. His team chose
to delay the event a few weeks
to allow word to get out better,
and had “a huge turnout that
packed out the J. Alvin atrium”
as a result of their decision.
Sometimes events change in
popularity.
“We take chances on our
events. Some are more highly
attended than others, and that
can change from year to year,”
said Keller. “When I was a

student, people put a lot of
effort into MICE and TWIRP
activities. It was kind of big
deal.”
In contrast, when SAC
brought the event back last
year, only about six groups
total participated by submitting
videos of their dates.
Other events have had a
much larger attendance than
expected. Some movie nights
last year had a mere 30 or so
students show up. When Vibe
sponsored the showing of “Blue
Like Jazz” last Thursday, the
Berry Performing Arts Center
was nearly filled.
The SAC directors gave
several recommendations for
students who do not want to see
their favorite events cancelled
or rescheduled:
• Get involved by helping
plan and volunteering at
different events.
• Do not just complain.

Share your concerns
with those who can do
something about them,
especially the directors.
• Plan ahead and purchase
tickets early rather than
waiting until the last
minute.
• Tell your friends about
events you are excited
about.
• Give suggestions of
ways to advertise and
plan better in the future.
• Remember, these are
your fellow students who
are pouring their hearts
and souls into planning
these events.
O’Donnell said, “Students,
especially upperclassmen,
should not check out of events.
I want to encourage them to
appreciate the opportunities
still available. Don’t push
things off, be proactive and pay
attention.”

Quidditch game results in fun for most, injury for one
hospital staff were able to put
Higerd’s shoulder back into her
socket.
The emergency room
doctors had great fun talking
to the University people about
Quidditch, Balzer said, and
Higerd was a trooper.
At press time, David said
Higerd was “in much better
shape,” although she was sore
from stretched tendons.
David drew an ironic parallel
between Higerd and Harry
Potter in the second book. Both
were number seven and playing
the position of seeker when
they injured their right arms.
Apart from Higerd’s injury,
students judged the Quidditch
event a success. David said
the Gateway Griffins, the new
students, won the last match.
The transfer students from the
other section of Harry Potter
Gateway, the Thuper Therious
Thestrals, won three of the four
games.
Balzer said she aimed for
the game to encourage group
bounding, make memories and
provide a fun way of engaging
with the material.
She did not require students
to participate in the games, but
heard positive opinions from
the students who played.

Esther Carey

Managing Editor
careye@jbu.edu

The quad of John Brown
University temporarily turned
into a Quidditch pitch Monday
afternoon. Students in the
Harry Potter Gateway classes
taught by Tracy Balzer, director
of Christian Formation, held
several matches of the game
J. K. Rowling created for her
popular series.
The sport turned dangerous,
however, in an extra game held
at the end of the set. While
freshman Megan Higerd chased
the snitch toward J Alvin as the
seeker, she lost her footing and
fell, rolling over herself and
dislocating her shoulder.
Her friend Bekah David, a
sophomore transfer student,
said Higerd heard her shoulder
pop out. The Balzers and others
tried helping Higerd get into
a car to go to the hospital, but
David said she could not move
because of the pain.
Instead, they called an
ambulance, which drove onto
the Quad. The paramedics put
Higerd into a temporary sling
and took her to the hospital,
David said. Two hours later the

90

Submitted by: LEXI CHRISTENSEN

Gateway students play a Quidditch match on the quad as a fun part of Tracy Balzer’s
class on the Harry Potter series.
Fayetteville.
“There was lots of laughing,
Sophomore transfer Tausha
and always requests to keep
Laakman said the students
playing beyond the time I
practiced Sunday afternoon
decided,” Balzer said. “Lots
ahead of the matches Monday.
of people, in and out of class,
have expressed a desire to form She estimated that about half
of the class participated in the
a Quidditch team.”
games.
An international Quidditch
“I had an awesome time,
league exists, Balzer added,
though I’m sore now,” Laakman
including a team at the
said. “I would do it again.”
University of Arkansas in

Star Wars VII coming soon
forbes.com

Oct. 30

Disney purchased Lucasfilm
on Tuesday for $4.05 billion.
This includes stocks, cash and
copyrights to George Lucas’
movie franchises, such as Indiana Jones and Star Wars.
Immediately following the
transaction, Disney announced
it will release Star Wars VII in
2015, with more sequels likely
to follow.

Sandy devastates
East Coast
foxnews.com Oct. 30

Storm Sandy left the East
Coast without power or mass
transit. At least 48 people are
dead in the U.S., with 69 left dead
in the Caribean.
New York City was one of the
worst hit places, and roughly 8.2
million people are without power.

“You’re a Good Man”

The fall musical production,
“You’re a Good Man, Charlie
Brown,” will premiere on
Nov. 2 at 7:30 p.m.in the
Berry Performing Arts Center.
Saturday will offer a second
showing. Sunday will provide a
matinee showing at 3 p.m.
Tickets are $3 for students
and $14 for adults.
For more information,
contact Jan Lauderdale at
jlauderdale@jbu.edu

Toilet Paper Game

The famous and annual toilet
paper game will happen tonight
at 7 p.m. The Eagles will play
Hillsdale.
KARA UNDERWOOD/The Threefold Advocate
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Important issues

2012 election

The Threefold Advocate believes there are at least three big
topics that must be carefully considered as part of the election
process. While innumerable issues affect the choice of a president,
some are especially important based on today’s needs.
Deficit/Economy
Currently the federal deficit is over $16 trillion and
the nation’s unemployment rate is 7.8 percent as of
this September. The percentage of Americans living
below the poverty line is also steadily rising.
These factors cannot wait to be addressed by a future generation;
they will come to head in our and our children’s lifetimes. The
debt will become harder to pay back when, not if, our credit rating
is lowered and then the value of our currency will plummet.
While we are currently theoretically able to pay back our
debt, soon we will not be and the possibility of cutting key
programs and raising taxes across the board becomes a necessity.
If these issues cannot be solved in the next two or three terms,
America’s status as an economic powerhouse will vanish.
Foreign Policy
We have spent the past decade embroiled in two wars,
political uprisings have re-shaped the Middle East, and
Europe’s economic leadership has become obsolete.
Also, Asia, specifically China, is rising in the world of
business even though the region is still a political hotbed
of social unrest and unstable governments. Africa is still a
continent rife with warlord presidents and pseudo-democracies
while shifty businesses take advantage of the situation.
Here at home, businesses flounder as cheaply made goods
flood our markets and jobs go overseas.  Approximately 1.4
million American soldiers are currently serving abroad, with
the largest numbers in Afghanistan and on the high seas.
Whoever leads our country for the next four years will need to
have a strong foreign policy, not just in theory, but also in practice.
Health Care
As one of the most polarizing issues in the current political
realm, health care is a complex subject under the exaggerations of
both sides. While those against it call it part of Obama’s socialist
agenda, those who support it hail it as a landmark of progress.
The fact is that there are parts of the Affordable Care Act
that benefit everyone. An important component for college
students is that insurance companies must now allow young
adults to stay on their parents’ insurance until age 26. It
also ensures people with pre-existing conditions will have
a fall back insurance guarantee if they lose coverage.
These portions clearly fill a serious need for certain
sections of our nation. However, some do have valid concerns
with the question of whether the act oversteps the bounds of
personal liberty. It will be up to the next president to guide
the discussion further toward resolution or acceptance.

Questions students ask

the threefold’s questions for the candidates

As our country nears the big voting day on Tuesday,
many people have questions which may remain unanswered.
Since the population plays a role in the election of
their leader and is deeply affected by the choices they
make, we should be informed about the issues.
We at the Threefold Advocate are also interested in
where the presidential candidates stand and what they
believe. Here is the list of questions to which we wish
the candidates would give us straight answers.
• Because I am graduating from college during the next
presidential term, how will your actions as President
affect the lives of me and my fellow college graduates?
Will I be able to find a job or afford to raise a family?
• Where do you plan to cut government spending
to tackle the national deficit problem?
• How would you describe the United States’
role in the global community?
• Describe your views on what the relationship between
the States and the federal government should be.
• What is your vision for our country? What counts as progress?
• Candidates often talk about not leaving problems for
“our children” and issues the next generation will
face. What will the government look like for the next
generation if your administration reaches its goals?
While we would probably not get any better answers to these
issues than anyone else, it is important for voters to continue
asking those types of questions. They should also keep big
picture ideas in mind and not necessarily buy the campaign
rhetoric that so often passes for answers during election season.
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Boots make for an “UGG”ly trend
C ontributor

the threefold’s take on issues for the

Mikael Seamans
Hopefully this winter won’t
be as ugly as last winter. I love
bundling up; adding jackets,
coats, scarves and hats to my
wardrobe is part of what makes
winter a season I thoroughly
enjoy. Even though we only
had a little snow scare one
day last year, things were
not pretty. There were young
ladies everywhere causing me
to roll my eyes. “UGGs” are
horrible. I may admit that they
look comfortable, but they
are not a fashion statement.
The inside of the boots
is supposedly made of sheep
skin, which regulate the
temperature inside to keep
your feet from sweating. They
come in a variety of colors
and styles, none of which
I think look attractive.
The first time I saw a pair
of “UGG’s” I thought that they
were weird and that nobody
would wear them. I was wrong.
I think that just about every
girl I know owns a pair of

“UGG’S” or at least a fake pair
that look similar. I see them on
men and women. The intern for
my choir program during my
senior year in high school had
a pair he wore with his jeans. I
am guessing that he was trying
to hide the fact he liked them,
but once an ugly shoe is seen
as an ugly shoe in my eyes it
will always be an ugly shoe.
You can’t make the shoe look
good. The only way to wear
them and actually make sense is
with sweat pants or with jeans
and a t-shirt. If you wear them
this way you are obviously not
trying to impress anyone, and
won’t. When you go outside
of these boundaries, you have
gone way too far. I don’t care
how cute your shorts are, where
you got the dress, or what
planet you are from, “UGG’s”
are not to be worn as an item
to complete a perfectly sane
outfit. If you are running to the
store I can understand slipping
on whatever is the quickest, but
don’t wear your “UGG’s” to
church, a wedding, to the club,
or any event for that matter.
I hope that with other trends
just around the bend, it being
close to the holiday season,
that the “UGG’s” will be put
away or even thrown away.
Maybe SAC should invite the
television show “What Not to
Wear” to come and raid the
closets of JBU. They could
teach our students how to
put outfits together, because

if people think that they can
get away with ruining outfits
with “UGG’s” we are going
to spiral down a hideous path
of poorly dressed horror.
I hope that you wouldn’t
wear your “UGG’s” to a job
interview. Would you wear
them while on television? I
hope that the answer is no.
I also hope that from now
on when you ask yourself if
“UGG’s” look ok with your
outfit that you can gain all
sense and say no. Yes they are
comfortable, and you could
probably stay on your feet in
them all day, but there is no
good time of day to wear them,
except when you are not trying.
Do yourself a favor and throw
them out and buy yourself a
nice pair of high heels and
learn to walk in those. It is easy
to find a sturdy pair of leather
boots. Your boss will love them
and maybe they will attract
your soul mate so you can get
that ring by spring. As for this
winter I am sure that you can
find a better option and refrain
from being “UGG”ly. Maybe
you can add them to your
Halloween costume. I’d scream.

Seamans is a junior majoring in
public relations He can be reached
at seamansm@jbu.edu.
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Sara Stoll
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA:
The room silences, the loquacious
words of a highly eloquent speaker
fills my ears with the promise of, that’s
right, C-H-A-N-G-E. I can feel my
inner patriot stir as I am lifted to my
feet in a surge of passion, I agree, our
nation needs change.
Obama’s plan
has been on this
route the past four
years. Why not let
the plan continue
to change America
into a safer, more
intelligent and better
country? Those sound
like positive things
a country should
want to achieve,
and to be honest, four more years
would allow him time to enact more
positive changes to America.
Obama, your words pour into my
ears like the sweet honey of Arkansas,
making me believe that our nation can
be securely led under your capable
plan. Your push for the furthering of
women’s rights and nationwide health
care tug at my empathetic nature, which
StrengthsQuest has so bluntly pointed
out is one of my top five strengths.
Contrary to popular belief, maybe
women should not be solely confined
to the kitchen or the consuming
task of raising children. Perhaps, if
women were truly equal—as Obama
has pushed for—our country would
not be feuding over petty political
alliances and stepping on each
other’s toes. Rather, the UN would
have spa night and rom-com
marathons, coming together over
the hotness of Channing Tatum
or discussing how to overcome
the I-make-more-money-than-him
issue of snagging a boyfriend.
And on health care, I would
love if the emergency rooms
were less crowded with problems
that could be more efficiently
fixed in a doctor’s office. By
voting Obama, I am proving my
inner humanitarian, or just my
inner wanting to play God by
healing and feeding the world?
GOVERNOR MITT ROMNEY:
His silver, white-streaked
mane flows in the wind as he
approaches the podium. Yes, he
could definitely star in a hit drama
series about the interworkings and
stresses of the presidential office,
any commander in chief fans out
there? Handsome, successful
AND rich. Sounds like the nation’s
new triple threat if you ask me.
Perhaps he could use his good
looks and shrewd financial skills
to get America out of all the
troubling foreign policy in which
we are currently entangled. That
would be a real step towards
freedom in America, freedom
from uncomfortable and confusing
foreign entanglements.

Romney’s track sheet is spectacular,
because in case you have not heard,
he is the savior of Massachusetts. He
has made a lot of progress for the
state as a whole. To be honest, it is
quite impressive how he has singlehandedly saved the residents of
Massachusetts from outrageous taxes,
better health care and better education.
His fiery run against Obama has
been one of the most talked about
elections of this century. The list goes
on concerning what Romney can add
to America’s image. Perhaps a needed
touch of class, considering he is so
fond of boating and vacays in New
Hampshire. Of course this means, the
middle-class American in me identifies
100 percent with Romney’s lifestyle. He
is a champion for the average American
with his fancy dinners, huge house, and
selective palate.
On the topic
of women,
Romney is an
interesting
opponent to
Obama. I do
not understand
why a majority
of American
women hate
him. Seriously,
telling a woman
what to do with
HER body is only natural. Romney
would know what having an abortion is
like, and he would definitely understand
that by putting high restrictions on
access to birth control, he is saving
sexuality from the evils of promiscuity.
So, how well did you choose?

“By voting Obama,
am I proving my inner
humanitarian, or just
my inner wanting to
play God by healing
and feeding the world?”

Stoll is a senior majoring in psychology.
She can be reached at stolls@jbu.edu

S ports E ditor

C ontributer

Looking into views on both sides of the election

Jon Skinner

This election, the buck
stops here. Or maybe not.
President Barack Obama and
Governor Mitt Romney could not be
more different. Not necessarily in
their policies, which the third debate
showed they have a few areas of
agreement on, but instead what they
represent for voters and a generation.
This election is not a choice
between Obama and Romney. It
is a choice between easy-to-hear
promises and hard-to-hear solutions.
Obama won in 2008 on promise
alone. He was young, unproven,
untested, and inexperienced. He was a
state representative who won a senate
seat. He then spent
most of his time as
a senator running
for president.
That inexperience
actually helped him
win in an election
where voters weary
for change looked to
a candidate they saw
as an outsider. But
that inexperience has
a downside. Coming
from a state like
Illinois, which is politically dominated
by Democrats, and serving his first 2
years in office with supermajorities in
both houses, Obama had never had to
reach across the aisle in his career.
The new House brought on by a
2010 Republican landslide promised
to stop the policies voters saw in the
first two years of Obama’s presidency.

Nothing has gotten done since. That
is because Obama is an ideologue
and not a pragmatist. He never had
to work with people on the other side
before and his inexperience shows.
After four years of an Obama
presidency, we have a government
with a larger deficit, more gridlock
and the same unemployment rate.
The economy is slow to recover and
nothing is being done about it because
Obama continues to blame current
problems on his political opponents
and then do nothing to solve them.
On the other hand, Romney has
experience working across the aisle. He
had to deal with not one but two houses
controlled by Democrats in his tenure
as governor of Massachusetts. Together
they were able to break through
gridlock and balance that state’s budget.
Then why, considering Romney’s
experience and Obama’s failures in
the last two years, is the race in a dead
heat? Because the public is not fully
receptive of Romney’s message.
Romney is looking at reforms that
drastically change the operations of
social programs such as Social Security
and Medicare, in order to increase their
longevity and cut the debt. The problem
is people
are happy
with these
programs and
their private
benefits,
despite the
fact that the
programs are
unsustainable
and are going
to break the
bank. Romney
is not particularly eloquent and his
talk of reform is uncomfortable.
On the other hand, Obama’s
loquacious promises of recovery and
blaming of others, despite the fact that
he has yet to deliver on his promise of
recovery from four years ago, are easy
to hear. He deals with the deficit by
taxing the rich. Yet the tax increases
he talks about would barely pay off
the interest on the debt. No matter.
Taxing the rich sounds much better
than making changes to a comfortable
status quo. Blaming Republicans is
easier than working with them.
The uncomfortable truth is we have
a bad economy and a worse deficit
hanging over our collective heads
like a bad omen. Four years ago,
Obama won by asking the country
to look to the future for relief. After
four years of non-recovery he is
asking us to yet again look to the
future for hope. But the future only
holds more of the same if we rely
on the promises of one man, who is
unwilling and unable to compromise.
Instead, we as a nation need to say
the buck stops here and commit to
asking the hard questions and working
together to create solutions today. That
is hard work and isn’t easy to hear.
The election is not about the two
candidates. It is about this generation
of Americans. This election will tell
whether America is willing to do hard
work for a better tomorrow or if it
will continue simply hoping for it.

“This election is not a
choice between Obama
and Romney. It is a
choice between easy-tohear promises and hardto-hear solutions.”

JENNY REDFERN, J PABLO GARCIA & KELSEY GULLIVER / The Threefold Advocate

Skinner is a sophomore majoring in
graphic and web design. He can be
reached at skinnerjj@jbu.edu

Belief is action, not just a fact of faith
C ontributer

at JBU. I am human just like
you; I have been wrong about
many things in my life, and
undoubtedly my imperfection
will reveal itself in the future.
Knowing that I am
imperfect, my convictions
and beliefs could be wrong.
So don’t assume anything I
say is correct. Rather, think
it over and pray that God will
help us all understand the
meaning of tough biblical
passages and his will for us.
Of all verses in the Bible,
few have stuck out like
John 3:16. It is concise, easy
to remember, comforting,
summarizes the Gospel and
critical Christian beliefs,
and it’s non-condemning. As
Christians who believe that
Jesus is God, we are compelled
to believe that Jesus’ words are
truth and that God cannot lie.

Deliverance Campbell

I want to talk about
something I feel God has
been challenging me with
lately. Before I begin, I first
want to let you know a little
bit about me. I am not a
theologian. I don’t have any
credentials to be talking on
my subject other than my
observations and opinions. I
have not even taken more than
the required Bible courses
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John 3:16 states, “For God so
loved the world that he gave his
one and only Son, that whoever
believes in him shall not perish
but have eternal life” (NIV).
I believe that simple factual
belief that Jesus is the Son of
God and came down to die on
the cross for our sins is not
enough to receive eternal life.
Why do I make what sounds
like a heretical statement that
opposes Jesus’ own words?
Well, I would argue that the
basis for this conviction lies
in the meaning of the word
“believe” in the verse. Could
it be that “believe” in John
3:16 refers to more than a
factual belief? Could it refer
to believing from the heart
as evident by one’s actions?
I think it does. After all, if
John 3:16 were making the
claim that factual belief in
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Jesus is enough to be saved,
how do we reconcile this
verse with James 2:19?
“You believe that there
is one God. Good! Even
the demons believe that—
and shudder” (NIV).
In fact the whole passage
in James 2 says that factual
belief in God is not enough to
please God. Because it could
be easy to associate John 3:16
with factual belief in God as
enough to be saved, I would
think that perhaps Mark 12:30
might be a better phrase to
use in evangelism these days.
Now I am not suggesting
that we delete John 3:16 from
the Bible. To me, this would
be heresy. Doing this would
seem to be an easy way to get
one’s name blotted out from
the Book of Life. But maybe
you have confused “believe” in
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John 3:16 with just believing in
God factually (that God does
exist) rather than believing in
him through your actions and
life. I know I sure have. In
hoping to have eternal life and
making the least sacrifices as
possible, I was definitely guilty
of making this confusion.
What about you? Do you
see how John 3:16 could be
misleading? Do you think
there are other verses that
do a better job of capturing
the Gospel’s message?

Campbell is a junior majoring in
business administration. He can be
reached at campbelldn@jbu.edu
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Shelby DeLay
Opinions Editor
delays@jbu.edu

While students from 39
countries call John Brown
University their college
home, those allowed to vote
in the upcoming election are
naturally limited to citizens
of the United States.
The lack of ability to actively
participate does not prevent
the international students from
holding opinions about the
political environment of their
host country. Additionally,
the 10 percent of the campus
population who are missionary
kids also have unique views
of the American elections.
For senior Misha
Kolemasou, the United

Internationals on
domestic issues
States seems like a country
where freedom of people is
the most important thing.
“We Russian people say that
we are free in our country, but
we can do so little,” Kolemasou
said. “We cannot speak
negatively about our politicians,
especially about Putin. In the
United States, you can say what
you think about your president.”
Sophomore Ethel Ilias
Simon said politics in the
United States are structured
differently than in Honduras.
“We first select a
representative to run for each of
the five political parties, called
Internal Elections,” Ilias Simon
said. “And then a year later all
citizens have to vote for any of
these candidates and the one
who has the majority of the

votes will win the presidency.”
As for the debates,
Freshmen Torleif Joensen
of the Faroe Islands has
been actively watching.
“I was more interested in the
election while Ron Paul was
active,” Joensen said. “Some
of my friends and I have been
long-time Ron Paul supporters,
as his view on freedom is
the same view as mine.”
Joensen also noted
that he liked how much
Americans seem to get
involved with politics.
As a missionary kid from
Brazil, junior Rachel Palm
views political corruption in
both the States and Brazil alike.
“Everyone says whatever
will make them look good,”
Palm said. “We do elections

in Brazil as well, but you only
have to be 16 to vote and it’s
mandatory. You literally get
fined if you don’t vote.”
Palm has had the election
on her mind, but missed
the deadline for absentee
ballots. She also said that
while she has been thinking
about the election, she has
not had time to watch the
debates or study the issues.
“I think the election process
is effective in that if we have
someone we don’t like we
can potentially take them out
of power,” Palm said. “The
idea works as long as the
majority can agree on what
is right for the people.”
Ilias Simon agreed.
“The process is really
detailed and it seems that

there is no corruption in it,
unlike Latin countries where
there is always corruption in it
and the same politicians stay
as the head of the chair.”
Kolemasou said airing the
debates on TV is helpful and
shows more aspects of what
the candidates really stand for.
This did not happen in Russia
for the current president.
“I think people should be
able to see their candidates
in action,” Kolemasou said.
“I hope American presidents
will keep doing things
honestly and fight for the
people,” Kolemasou added.
“Perhaps other nations will
see it, and it might cause
them to do things honestly
in their country as well.”

Irishman’s story intertwines politics and education

Adrianne Karasek
News Editor
reddinga@jbu.edu

Last week, an older Northern
Irish gentleman visited John
Brown University and many
of its classes across campus.
In case anyone missed him, he
is Patrick “Paddy” Roche, an
adjunct professor for the Irish
Semester Studies program.
In the classes, he discussed
the European Union, Northern
Ireland politics, the Belfast
Agreement and the role of
religion in Irish politics.
Paddy Roche came to
Siloam Springs to visit his
old friends Billy and Mindi
Stevenson, to take a holiday
and to enjoy the weather.
“We first met Paddy and Liz
Roche in 1997, the year we were
planning the first Irish studies
program for the summer,”
said Billy Stevenson, director
of international programs.
The Roches attended
a dinner that year, put
together by Stevenson to
reach out to prospective
faculty for the program.

“We came in late,” Roche
said. “My wife took a seat
by a JBU faculty and I sat
in the last spare chair in the
corner. By the end of the
evening they had planned
the entire course. Elizabeth
had volunteered herself as
coordinator and literature
professor. She told them I
would teach economics—they
didn’t even need to ask me.”
The Stevensons were
impressed immediately
with Elizabeth Roche and
subsequently with Paddy.
His past career as economics
professor, including four
published books, and current
involvement in public
debates of politics, made
him a great fit for the job.
So Roche embarked on two
new careers at once: adjunct
teaching for the University and
joining Stormont, Northern
Ireland’s parliament, as a
Member of Parliament.
He became a Member of
Parliament the same year
as the Belfast Agreement,
which brought an end to the
30-year conflict between
Nationalists and Unionists.

“The JBU Weekly Special”

10%

off
your
purchase
(Through Nov. 14)
Hello JBU! My name is Charlie and I’m the General
Manager here in Siloam Springs. I will be using this space
to inform you of weekly specials that will be exclusive to
you!

Call: 479-238-8900
Bring this ad into store or give ad to driver

10 or more Hot-N-Ready Pizzas

delivered to your dorm at no charge!

Pablo Garcia/Threefold Advocate

Paddy Roche, a professor in the University’s Irish Studies Program, addresses students on the main campus on Oct. 22. A
former Member of Parliament in Northern Ireland, Roche discussed the European economic crisis.
This conflict, called The
Troubles, began when he
was 28 years old. Despite
raising three children during
the years of car bombs
and terrorism, Roche said
he was fairly apolitical.
It was not until the 1990s,
when Roche felt that the
civilian Unionists, the majority
in Northern Ireland but also
the most affected by terrorism,
were being portrayed
internationally as the aggressor
rather than victim, that Roche
joined the public debates.
“This was a very historic
time in Northern Ireland,”
Roche explained. “Before and
during my political career
I got involved in the moral
debates in bringing a name
and an end to the terrorism.
“I argued that terrorist
groups must decommission
their arsenal for peace. I also
argued against the release of
prisoners. These were men that
set the car bombs, but because
they were considered political
prisoners rather than criminal
prisoners, they were set free
after the Belfast Agreement.
And I argued that we couldn’t
forget the past—it wouldn’t be

wise to eliminate it. To a certain
degree, we need to remember.”
He said he typically aligned
himself with intellectual
defenders of unionism.
Although Roche was
involved in an important time
of political history for his
country, he said he considers
his work with the University
just as significant to him.
In 2003 his wife died.
Roche decided to leave the
political sphere and continue
working with the University.
“Paddy is a permanent fixture
of the semester program now,”
Stevenson said. “He still teaches
Irish politics and economics
for us, and we enjoy having
him with us. His knowledge
of the EU and the UK really
broaden the study program.”
Roche said he is enjoying
his holiday in Siloam Springs
and the election season
in the United States.
“I think U.S. politics is so
much more exciting than the
UK,” he said with a smile. “The
content of the political debate
is much higher intellectually
than in the UK as well. People
don’t debate the proper role of
government or the merits of

free capitalism in the UK.”
Roche added that he
enjoys watching the rousing
political speeches and seeing
the amounts of money
flowing into campaigns.
“The amount of money spent
on these races is an index of
how important the races are to
people,” he said. “And thousands
of Americans will turn out to
hear Romney or Obama speak,
but if the prime minister got a
few hundred listeners, he’d feel
quite pleased with himself.”
Roche’s second trip to the
University, though full of
talks and class visits, gave
the professor an American
holiday before he returned
back to Belfast and Lakeside
Manor to teach this year’s
crop of semester students
all about the Easter Rising,
the Celtic Tiger and where
Northern Ireland is today.

Want to know more
about Roche’s time at the
University? See our article
online at: http://advocate.
jbu.edu/?q=node/432
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Kendra Chester
When the curtain opened,
I was sucked into the world of
Charles Schultz, the creator
of Peanuts. The bright yellow
sun was high in the sky over
the cartoon trees, Snoopy’s
red doghouse and alphabet
block-furniture. The scene
snippets reminded me of the
panes of the comics, but the
characters these students
have developed are sure to
satisfy any Snoopy fan.
The musical opens
with Lucy, played by both
Sophomore Amanda Neely and
Junior Allie Miller, teaching
her brother Linus, portrayed by
Sophomore Scott Carrington,
that Charlie Brown had
“the face of a failure.” Seth
Long, our Charlie Brown, is
anything but a failure, giving
the melancholy character an

SERGIO ARGUELLO/Threefold Advocate

The cast of the University’s fall musical practice in costume the week before opening night. Students from many majors audtioned and were selected to be
part of this small cast of characters, based off the popular comic strip by Charles Schultz. Sophomore Shane Buxman, pictured
below, plays the ever-cool and loveable Snoopy.
outstanding voice and lovable
personality. The audience will
cheer with Charlie Brown as he
gets his kite off the ground and
lifts the show to a happy place.
Carrington’s philosophical
Linus could give Dr. Bruce a
run for his money and writes
better book reports than
college students, but his love
for his blanket and kiddie
voice make the audience
believe that this is just one
smart 5-year-old. He swipes
his blanket back from his big
sister, saying with a sly grin,
“It’s surprising what you can
accomplish with a little smooth
talking and some fast action.”
Junior Austin “The Crooner”
Hinrichs, playing Schroeder,
will make more than Lucy
swoon when singing about
his adoration for Beethoven.
Donna Rollene, director,
double-cast the parts of Lucy
and Snoopy, but these students
were up to the task. Miller’s
Lucy throws tantrums
worthy of a six-yearold, and her wideeyed crush on
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Plotline
snobs and lovers
of Donald Miller’s book
“Blue Like Jazz” will hate
the movie reincarnation
of “Blue Like Jazz.”
For example, the protagonist
is supposed to be years older
and not in college. Penny,
the female lead, was not
supposed to receive Christ
until halfway through. And
when did the protagonist’s
mother ever get pregnant?
However, if you allow
yourself to appreciate the
movie on its own, you will
see that in many ways
the message and visceral
response in both the movie
and the book is the same.
“Blue Like Jazz” is about
stepping outside of what
you have been taught about
Christianity for your whole
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Performances of the
musical run Nov. 2-4
and Nov. 9-10. Buy
tickets online at: www.
jbu.edu/tickets

life and working out your
own salvation. Like Don’s
father (the father of the
protagonist, that is) said in
the film, “Go somewhere
they don’t hand you the script
and have you copy it.”
The choice to walk
away from the conditioned
Christian bubble means a
choice to write something
entirely new, which is not an
easy task. It is a story about
pain. Pain from personal
growth and pain in watching
those around you suffer
from their own decisions.
Watchers may be challenged
as the story struggles with
the task of engaging in life.
The movie contends, “The
human dilemma must be
experienced.” It shows that
if you sit back in the suburbs
and watch life from a distance,
you will never fully be able
to answer the commission of
God because you will not even
know the needs around you.

Schroeder is sure to enchant
the audience. Nelly’s Lucy has
sass only Snoopy can match,
making anyone believe she
is capable of achieving her
dream of becoming queen.
Thankfully, the University’s
counseling department is not as
condescending as Lucy’s 5-cent
psychiatric help. These two
women do the character justice.
Sophomores Nathan Young
and Shane Buxman make great
Snoopys, adding pizzazz to the
character. Buxman’s Flying
Ace is sure to take down
the Red Baron and charm
the audience, bringing out
Snoopy’s more dramatic side.
Young’s ode to suppertime
made me believe that all dogs
praise their food with
a ballad. Long is
lucky to have
such great

Jamie Odom
Don travels to the most
godless college in the United
States and is faced with
questions he never even knew
were around to be asked.
His first friend was a
lesbian. Are her struggles
to find love okay?
He meets a “priest”
on campus. Is his
persona sacrilegious?
His youth pastor
impregnates his mother.
What does it mean to trust
someone or forgive someone
that has crushed you? What
does it mean to really live?
Or are we all just, as
Don said, “Chasing life,
even if it’s synthetic”?
This is a movie that leaves
you hungry. It presents ideas,
struggles, raw questions.
And it doesn’t give you an
answer to satisfy. It gives
you a commission to quest.
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Snoopys to play his best friend.
Sophomore Olivia Rollene’s
portrayal of Sally will have
everyone wanting to jump up
on stage and chase rabbits with
her and Snoopy. Her argument
for a higher grade makes me
wish our professors were so
easily persuaded. Although she
doesn’t pester Linus as much
as in the comics, Sally has the
independent attitude to make
any older brother obsolete.
(Sorry, Charlie Brown.)
Overall, the experience was
pleasurable and a wonderful
break from the monotony
of homework.
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Media ramps up for TP game

Abby Fenema

coverage being present at the
event, Daugherty said, “We would
love to [have them] but we can’t
force someone to come. If not this
year, then maybe next year.”
Marquita Smith, assistant
professor of journalism and
head of the communications
department, has a similar attitude.
“You never know if media is
going to pick you up or not, but it
is our hope that people will still be
interested in our great tradition,”
she said. “But we are making plans
to make it available for people.”
The coverage has been
meticulously planned for the
event. A few alumni will be

Staff Writer

fenemaa@jbu.edu

Last year, the John Brown
University’s annual tradition of the
Toilet Paper game went viral. A
picture of University students even
painted the Yahoo! sports page.
This year Robyn Daugherty, the
University’s director of athletics,
has been consumed with the
preparations. She confirmed that
all the local news sources will be
at the event to cover the game. She
hopes the event will get increase
coverage, similar to last year.
In regard to national news

returning to provide play-by-play
commentary for the internal feed.
Four cameras will be at the event,
providing footage for different
venues, both internal and external.
One of the cameras will be
feeding over the Internet. Fans that
cannot physically attend the game
can to watch the event via the
University website.
For those who would rather
enjoy the game audibly, the
University is working on
broadcasting it on WKOA radio
station, just as it was last year.
For an event as large as this
one, many people must work
together to make it come together.

Smith describes it as “a real team
effort.” A mix of students and
faculty are combining to create
this production.
“It’s a lot of people that work
to pull this thing together,” Smith
emphasized.
One of Smith’s favorite parts
of the event is watching students
get involved in the communication
aspect.
“It’s exciting, it’s just another
student run media and that is
important to me,” she said. “We
have students who are engaged in
all areas of communication.”
Golden Eagle Productions,
the University’s student-led club,

is in charge of the camera work,
production and commentary of the
basketball games. They are one
of the key players in making this
event happen.
“It’s a big ordeal to get this kind
of coverage from students,” Smith
said.
For students interested in
communication and film, Golden
Eagle Productions are always
looking for more participants.
“You don’t have to be a major to
be a part of this,” Smith said.
For more information on
getting involved, contact Darren
Gould.

FILE PHOTO

Last year’s Toliet Paper game attracted the most national media attention to date. The game was featured on the Yahoo! homepage and covered on SportsCenter and ESPN’s Around the Horn. This year the Athletic Department hopes to
build on last year’s attention in this years game.

Rogers State looms in first round
Jon Skinner
Sports Editor
skinnerjj@jbu.edu

RON ASBILl/The Threefold Advocate

Freshman goalkeeper Kristen Morency leaps for the save in a 3-0 loss to conference
leading Oklahoma City on Oct 27. The Lady Eagles finish their regular season schedule with a
4-3-1 conference record, good for the fifth seed in the SAC Tournament. The Eagles play Rogers
State on the road Nov. 2 in the first round.
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The Lady Eagles are going
to face off against their greatest
rival one last time.
Things will probably get a bit
contentious.
John Brown will go on the
road in their first round of the
Sooner Athletic Conference
Tournament.
They will face longtime rival
Rogers State on Friday for the
last time before RSU leaves
for the NCAA Division II next
season.
The Lady Eagles will look
to avenge a 2-0 loss to the Lady
Hillcats, Oct 19.
“We had our worst possession
game of the year,” said head
coach Scott Marksberry. “They
make possession difficult because
they have such high pressure.”
In that game, the Eagles
surrendered two goals to
freshman midfielder Raquel
Chavez in the 31st minute and the
58th minute.
“We dominated,” said junior
midfielder Whitney Brannan. “I
don’t think that game was well
indicated by the score.”
Rogers State plays a brand
of soccer different than JBU,
according to Marksberry.
“Rogers plays a really unique
style; they play very direct,” said
Marksberry. “They play with a
sweeper, they like to kick the ball
down the field and they are not a
possession-oriented team.”
He said that aggressive style
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leads to contentious affairs, and
Marksberry did not hide what he
thinks of RSU’s game plan.
“I don’t like the way they
play,” said Marksberry. “We have
to play a different style, you have
to win the ball in the air you have
to play more physical and it’s
tougher to just play soccer.”
In response to the different
way the Lady Hillcats play,
Marksberry said the team is
restructuring their game plan.
Brannan said, “If we can stay
focused and not get too wound
up we can play our style and get
control of the game.”
“Our back line has to win the
ball in the air and if we win those
we eliminate their attack,” he
added.
That adjustment, along with
the way the team is playing leads
Marksberry to be confident in the
Lady Eagles’ chances.
The loss to RSU was the Lady
Eagles’ only conference road loss
of the season.
JBU will be coming off a
3-0 loss to Oklahoma City on
Saturday in the regular season
finale.
Despite the loss, the team is
confident in their level of play
headed into the tournament.
“It’s a really strong time in
our season we’ve been building
up and building up and we’re
ready to peak,” said Brannan.
“I think that we’re doing well
as a team, we’re getting along,
the chemistry is great, the
momentum is great the morale is
high. We’re ready to play them
again.”
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Marksberry said, “We know
we can play with them. I expect
us to get a win and to be playing
next Monday.”
JBU will face Rogers State
on the road Friday at 7 p.m.
in the first round of the SAC
Tournament.

Andre
Sandiford-Williams
Men’s Soccer

Junior midfielder Andre
Sandiford-Williams won
the Eagles’ regular season
finale with a goal in the 87th
minute. The Eagles ended
up winning the Oct 27 game
1-0 over Oklahoma City.
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Volleyball breaks out of slump
Sidney Van Wyk
Sports Editor
wyks@jbu.edu

The Lady Eagles jumped
from the bottom of the Sooner
Athletic Conference to fifth on
Tuesday night. Their win against
St. Gregory’s (Okla.), broke their
conference losing streak.
“Nobody on the team wanted to
come out and finish last,” said junior
Erin McIlroy. “Especially with the
great start we had this preseason
before conference started.”
JBU went into the match with
a record of 1-8 to SGU’s 2-7
previously. The Lady Eagle’s 3-1
victory over the Cavaliers was
not enough to push them to the
fifth spot. A loss by Mid-America
Christian (Okla.) to third placed
Oklahoma City forced MACU to
drop from the sixth spot in the SAC
to the bottom.
McIlroy along with freshman
Audrey Dearien both had nine kills
against SGU and were followed by
freshman Libby Blasingame.
Blasingame also led in blocks
with a total of four of the team’s
total 12.
Libero sophomore Becca Young
led the team defensively with 24
digs, followed by junior Staci
Williamson with 18.
“This game was a turn around
from the ones at the beginning of
conference,” said McIlroy. “We
decided to come together and play
together unselfishly.”
MACU will have a chance to
jump back over the Lady Eagles
tonight when the two teams face off
in the Bill George Arena.
Their leading offensive player is
Becca Anderson, with a total of 188
kills this season followed by Jordan
Bately with a total of 164.
Defensively, the Lady Evangels
are led by Jenny Pratt’s 265 total
digs followed by Taryn Walker with
a total of 246.
McIlroy said the Lady Evangels

RON ASBILL/The Threefold Advocate

Sophomore Courtney Marshall spikes the ball in a non-conference win over Lyon on Oct 27. The 3-0 victory brought the Lady Eagles’ non-conference record to 18-8. That record is offset
by a 2-8 record in conference play. The Lady Eagles sit at fifth place in the conference going into their last regular season home game Nov 2 against Mid-America Christian.
play well when they are out of
system and JBU will need to adjust
to their offense.
Last weekend
the Lady Eagles
faced Oklahoma
Baptist. OBU is
at the top of the
SAC and have no
conference losses.
The Lady Eagles
were able to win
the first set and
the entire match
was filled with
long volleys, though they did not
end the match with a win.

OBU’s Kristin Pressley led the
court offensively with 26 kills.
Pressley also leads the conference in

Marshall with 10.
JBU’s Young was the top
defensive player on the court with
19 digs followed
by Williamson
with 17. Though
JBU players
led the court
individually, as a
team OBU outperformed the
Lady Eagles with
-Erin McIlroy 86 digs to the
home team’s 73.
JBU did
kills. Dearien lead JBU with 12 kills out block the Lady Bison with 7
followed by sophomore Courtney
to OBU’s 4. Blasingame led the

“We decided to come
together and play together
unselfishly.”

team’s efforts with 3 blocks.
The Lady Eagles then went
on later that night to sweep Lyon
(Ark.), a non-conference team from
the American Midwest Conference.
Saturday’s games were without
JBU’s senior player Erin Didier,
who was indefinitely suspended
from the team earlier that week.
Didier still leads the team in kills
with a total of 355 kills during the
season.
The Lady Eagles will defend
their conference standing tonight
at 6 p.m. in the Bill George Arena
against MACU.

Men enter playoffs with win Runners to SAC

Jon Skinner

Anali Reyes

Sports Editor

Staff Writer

skinnerjj@jbu.edu

reyesa@jbu.edu

After an exhilarating win,
the Golden Eagles will head on
the road in the first round of the
conference tournament.
JBU will play Mid-America
Christian on Saturday Nov 3 in
a rematch of an Oct 24 doubleovertime draw.
This time, there will be a
winner.
“I expect it to be another hard
fought game,” said freshman
defender Logan Hellinghausen.
“To win we just have to stay
organized and compact as a team
and be able to attack quickly.”
They will play fourth ranked
MACU after a 1-0 win over
Oklahoma City moved them into
the fifth seed.
The Oct 27 win was thanks
to a save and a score late in the
game.
After a penalty on junior
midfielder Andre SandifordWilliams in the 73rd minute,
junior goalkeeper Pablo Garcia
kept the game square with a save
on the penalty kick.
Sandiford-Williams then won
the game with a goal in the 87th
minute.
Winning a close game against
a premier opponent has eluded
the Eagles thus far.
“It seems like anytime
we’ve made a mistake we were
punished for it,” said head coach
John Miglarese. “It was good
to see us play really well and
actually get rewarded for it.”
Also, it was a big win against
a big opponent going into the
tournament.
“Oklahoma City is a perennial
power in our conference,” said
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Andre Sandiford-Williams attempts to chip the ball over a defender in a 1-0 win over
Oklahoma City on Saturday. Sandiford-Williams scored the winning goal in the 87th minute.
Miglarese. “It’s what we needed
going into the playoffs.”
In the first round JBU will
face an Evangels squad that is
5-2-1 at home.
“Mid-America has been a bear
at home and they’ve knocked
off several good teams,” said
Miglarese. “They have a clear
idea of how they want to score.”
The way they want to score is
to rely on sophomore midfielder
Raphael Bonell, who leads the
team with 9 goals, Miglarese
said.
“They are a tall team and
very good in the air,” said senior
defender David Castagne.
“[Bonell] is very strong [but] we
are definitely capable of shutting
him down.”
Part of the equation to beat
MACU is good defence, which
will be anchored by conference
defensive player of the week
Pablo Garcia.
“You want a goalkeeper
in form in the playoffs,” said
Miglarese. “He may have to win
some games for us.”
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The biggest key seems to be
generating offensive chances.
“We need to make sure to pass
the ball and take control early,”
said Castagne. “If we can keep
the ball and create chances we
will have a good chance to win.”
Converting those chances has
been the struggle this season.
“We’ve passed around all of
the teams in our conference,”
said Miglarese. “We have to put
away our chances.”
Hellinghausen said, “It could
come down to one of those
chances so it’s important to
capitalise on even the smallest
chances.”
The team is confident that
their schedule this season will
prepare them for Mid-America’s
style of play.
“We’re not going to see
anything that’s going to surprise
us,” said Miglarese. “Right now
we don’t have to be pretty, we
have to be effective.”
The Eagles will open
tournament play at Mid-America
Christian on Saturday, Nov 3.
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Less than two days away from
the conference run, the John Brown
University cross country continues
to tread forward as the end of the
season soon approaches.
The SAC conference will
be hosted by Oklahoma Baptist
University on Saturday and will
take place in Shawnee, Okla.
The teams will go up against six
other schools which are within the
conference, including Lubbock
Christian, Wayland Baptist and St.
Gregory’s.
Senior Melissa Roth said the
team’s last major workout was on
Monday. Practices after Monday
will focus more on building speed
rather than distance.
As far as the course, head coach
Matt Pearson characterizes it as flat
and fast-paced. He said both teams
had a good performance there last
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year and expects the same thing this
time around.
Roth also shares that this is her
sixth time running the course and
that she knows what to expect when
the competition begins.
“Some people might not like
it but I think it’s a pretty decent
course,” she said.
As far as competition, both teams
agree that the younger runners are
the ones to look out for.
The last time the team was at this
course was at the Oklahoma Baptist
Invitational earlier this month in
which the men’s team finished in
the eighth spot while the women
locked in seventh place.
Bringing the men’s team to a
total of 211, Golden Eagle freshman
Marcos Gutierrez led in the 8k
run with a time of 26:20.00 with
teammate, junior Teske Gebreslasse
following close behind at 27:08.
The women scored a team total
of 179 while Oklahoma Baptist took
the first spot with a team total of 19.
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By: Kelsey Gulliver

Pro-choice; signed a health care law that
requires women with work-sponsored health
plans to have access to the morning-after pill

Pro-life, previously pro-choice; views this as
a state issue and would end federal aid to
Planned Parenthood

Wants to cut deficit by $4 million over the
next 10 years--significantly through taxes on
the wealthy

His goal is to have the federal budget
balanced by 2020, slashing $500 billion per
year by 2016. But he would also increase
military spending and cut taxes

Approved waivers liberating states from
some of the requirements of No Child Left
Behind

Believes that federal government should
have less control over education and agrees
with the results of No Child Left Behind

Invested heavily in green energy and
achieved regulations on gases blamed
for global warming, although he failed to
persuade Congress to pass promised limits
on carbon emissions

Insists that causes of climate change are still
unknown and that green energy is not yet a
practical resource; against policy that limits
emissions

As president, has not sought tighter gun
control laws, though previously backed
stronger control

Opposes stricter gun laws, but would like to
see current laws more strictly enforced

Put into practice new expectations,
nicknamed “Obamacare,” under which
almost everyone is required to have, and
have access to, health insurance

Promises to repeal recent overhaul;
continuing to protect people with pre-existing
conditions

Still committed to system overhaul; issued
directive that children of illegal immigrants
be allowed to stay and given work permits if
they apply

Would uphold Obama work permits, but
does not favor educational benefits for illegal
immigrants; favors Mexico-U.S. border fence

Ended Iraq War and refocused troops on
Afghanistan; would only send troops to
Iran as last resort; and seeks diplomatic
approach to Syria

Supports plan to be out of Afghanistan by
2014; more willing to use military force
against Iran and to aid Syrian opposition

In favor of legalizing same-sex marriage;
oversaw the repeal of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell
military policy

Does not support legalization of same-sex
marriage and opposes civil unions, though
believes that states should decide rights and
benefits of unions
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